
Stage 3: Term 4 week 3 PROGRAM OVERVIEW- students
Monday 18/10 Tuesday 19/10 Wednesday 20/10 Thursday 21/10

TAKE A BREAK THURSDAY
Friday 22/10

9:00am

Check In Time

Jump onto Google Classroom and say,

“Good Morning” to your teachers and

peers. Read any additional notices

your teachers have posted and check

that you know what you’re going to

be learning today.

** All Activities are posted via Seesaw

and are scheduled during their allocated

time.

Check In Time

Jump onto Google Classroom and say,

“Good Morning” to your teachers and

peers. Read any additional notices your

teachers have posted and check that

you know what you’re going to be

learning today.

** All Activities are posted via Seesaw and

are scheduled during their allocated time.

Check In Time

Jump onto Google Classroom and say,

“Good Morning” to your teachers and

peers. Read any additional notices your

teachers have posted and check that

you know what you’re going to be

learning today.

** All Activities are posted via Seesaw and

are scheduled during their allocated time.

Check In Time

Jump onto Google Classroom and say,

“Good Morning” to your teachers and

peers. Read any additional notices your

teachers have posted and check that you

know what you’re going to be doing

today.

** Complete activities from your TAKE A

BREAK THURSDAY grid.

Reminder: It is a device free day!

Check In Time

Jump onto Google Classroom and say,

“Good Morning” to your teachers and peers.

Read any additional notices your teachers

have posted and check that you know what

you’re going to be learning today.

** All Activities are posted via Seesaw and are

scheduled during their allocated time.

REMINDER: Whole School Assembly via

Zoom at 9:15 am - 9:45 am

Morning
Session

9:00 - 11:00 am

English: Reading

WALT: understand what inference

is and infer text.

WILF: identify what inference is and

infer a sentence using background

knowledge, clues and evidence.

- RE-listen to the teacher model

what inference is, why it is

important and how we infer.

- RE-listen to the teacher model

how to infer a sentence. The focus

is looking at sentence level.

- Your Turn:

You will first need to complete a

frayer model on the word ‘nestled’

as this will help you create an

accurate inference. You will then

need to model the reading skill of

inference on the selected TWO

sentences.

Refer to the success criteria to

ensure you are successful in today’s

learning activity.

English: Reading

WALT: understand what inference is

and infer text.

WILF: identify what inference is and

infer a sentence using background

knowledge, clues and evidence.

- RE-listen to the teacher model what

inference is, why it is important and

how we infer.

- RE-listen to the teacher model how

to infer a sentence. The focus is

looking at sentence level.

- Your Turn:

You will first need to complete a

frayer model on the word ‘eddied’ as

this will help you create an accurate

inference. You will then need to

model the reading skill of inference

on the selected TWO sentences.

Refer to the success criteria to

ensure you are successful in today’s

learning activity.

English: Reading

WALT: understand what inference is

and infer text.

WILF: identify what inference is and

infer a sentence using background

knowledge, clues and evidence.

- RE-listen to the teacher model what

inference is, why it is important and

how we infer.

- RE-listen to the teacher model how

to infer a sentence. The focus is

looking at sentence level.

- Your Turn:

You will first need to complete a

frayer model on the word ‘shivered’

as this will help you create an

accurate inference. You will then

need to model the reading skill of

inference on the selected TWO

sentences.

Refer to the success criteria to

ensure you are successful in today’s

learning activity.

English: Reading

WALT: understand what inference is and

infer text.

WILF: identify what inference is and infer

a sentence using background knowledge,

clues and evidence.

- RE-listen to the teacher model what

inference is, why it is important and how

we infer.

- RE-listen to the teacher model how to

infer a sentence. The focus is looking at

sentence level.

- Your Turn:

You will first need to complete a frayer

model on the word ‘fogged’ as this will

help you create an accurate inference.

You will then need to model the reading

skill of inference on the selected TWO

sentences.

Refer to the success criteria to ensure you

are successful in today’s learning activity.

Fruit Break Fruit Break Fruit Break Fruit Break

English: Mini Lesson

WALT: to identify and use

personification in our writing.

WILF: construct personification

sentences that build imagery. .

- Listen to the teacher explain what

personification is and why we use

personification.

English: Mini Lesson

WALT: to understand what imagery is

and how it helps us in our reading

and writing

WILF: identify the 5 senses that are

used to create imagery

- RE-listen to the teacher explain what

imagery is and how each of the 5

English: Mini Lesson

WALT: to identify and use

alliteration in our writing

WILF: construct alliteration

sentences

- Listen to the teacher explain what

alliteration is and how it helps the

audience/reader.

English: Mini Lesson

WALT: to edit sentences to ensure it

makes sense and achieves its purpose

WILF: reading sentences carefully,

applying correct punctuation to ensure

sentences are accurate.

-Listen to the teacher explaining what

editing is and why it is important. Listen



- Listen to the teacher's model on

how to create personification

sentences using a noun, action verb

and visualisation.

Your Turn:

-  You will need to create

personification sentences on the

following three images using the

structure of a noun, action verb

and what you visualise.

- In your Writing you MUST use

personification.

senses can be matched to a

sentence.

- RE-Listen to the teacher unpack

each of the 5 senses by referring to

the examples

- Watch the teacher model which of

the 5 senses two of the sentences

belong to

- You will need to read the sentences

and identify which of the 5 senses it

belongs to. You will need to highlight

the keywords that helped you.

- In your Writing you MUST use imagery by

applying the 5 senses.

- Watch the teacher model a few

examples of constructing alliteration

sentences.

- You will need to construct three

alliteration sentences. Highlight the

evidence of alliteration used in the

sentences.

- In your Writing you MUST use

alliteration.

to the teacher explain capitalisation and

punctuation.

- Watch the teacher model a few

examples of editing sentences using

capitalisation and punctuation.

- You will need to read the following

sentences carefully and EDIT them to

include capitalisation and the appropriate

punctuation.

- In your Writing you MUST edit your work and

ensure you have capitalisation and punctuation.

English: Writing

WALT: Write a character

description based on physical

appearance and traits.

WILF:

- Imagery/ Show not tell

- Figurative language

- Complex and compound

sentences

- Select a video game character: (

- Use the planning template to help

you plan your character’s

appearance and traits.

- Write two paragraphs describing

your character’s appearance and

traits. ** Remember to refer to the

Success Criteria

*** REMINDER - work must be

handwritten

English: Writing

WALT: Write a description based on

a setting.

WILF:

- Imagery/ Show not tell

- Figurative language

- Complex and compound sentences

Choose a setting to plan and write a

detailed description: (Volcano  or

Castle).

- Use the planning template to help

you plan your setting description.

- Write one paragraph describing

your setting. ** Remember to refer to

the Success Criteria

*** REMINDER - work must be

handwritten

English: FUN Writing

WALT: Write an imaginative text (A

day with a celebrity)

WILF:

- Correct punctuation

- Alliteration

- Compound and complex sentences

1. Read through the teacher's plan

and modelled writing.

2. Plan your writing on the planning

sheet.

3. Write a detailed imaginative text

on what you would do if you had the

chance to spend a day with your

favourite celebrity or character. **

Remember to refer to the Success

Criteria

*** REMINDER - work must be

handwritten

English: FUN Writing

WALT: Write a letter to your future self

WILF:

- Correct punctuation

- Complex and compound sentences

1. Think about what is important to you,

how you want to feel about yourself and

how you want others to feel about you.

What will you be proud of?

2. Hand write a letter to your future self.

** Remember to refer to the Success

Criteria

*** REMINDER - work must be handwritten

LUNCH
11:00 - 11:50 am

Time to connect Time to connect Time to connect Time to connect

Middle Session

11:50 - 1:35pm

Mathematics: Place Value

WALT: round numbers to a

specified place value

WILF: rounding numbers to the

nearest place value

- Read the information, or watch

the video of the teacher, explain

and model how to round numbers.

Your Turn:

- Read the number and round it to

the nearest thousands, ten

thousand and hundred thousand.

** You must complete all the

questions.

Mathematics: Place Value

WALT: round numbers to a specified

place value

WILF: rounding numbers to the

nearest place values

- RE-watch and listen to the teacher's

model on how to round numbers to

the nearest place  value.

Your Turn:

- You will independently read the

number and round it to the nearest

thousand, ten thousand and hundred

thousand.

- You need to voice record yourself

justifying how you rounded question

Mathematics: Place Value

WALT: round numbers to a specified

place value and locating the

difference

WILF: rounding numbers to the

nearest place values

Calculating the difference between

numbers

-  Watch the teacher model how to

read the data set on COVID-19

vaccination doses, and answer the

questions involving rounding

Your Turn:

- The table provides data on

population in different towns in

Mathematics: Multiplication

WALT: solve multiplication problems

WILF: using the area model to solve

multiplication problems

- Watch and listen to the teacher’s model

on how to multiply using place value.

- Solve the multiplication problems using

the area model.

- Complete the exit slip.



1. Australia. You will need to answer

the questions based on the data

provided.

Mindfulness Monday.

I Can Show Empathy

Today you will be thinking about being

positive and having empathy for others

Empathy is the ability to share and

understand how someone else is

feeling.

Read the questions and think about

how you would show empathy and

help the other person.

Share your answers on Seesaw.

Science

WALT: Understand how candles need

oxygen to keep burning.

WILF:

- Identify conditions needed for fire

- Observe and reflect on the

experiment

1. Read the information about what

fire needs to start + grow and why

oxygen is important for fire.

2. Read through the equipment and

method.

3. Make a prediction about what will

happen when a jar is placed over the

fire.

4. Observe the pictures and results

table.

5. Complete the reflection questions.

Music

WALT: Identity and name range of

musical instruments

WILF: Categorising musical

instruments in their groups

1.Read information about

instruments and the categories that

the instruments are grouped in.

2. Sort instruments into the correct

group

3. Create a musical instrument using

resources at home.

4. Record a video of you playing a

song on your musical instrument.

STEM activity

WALT: Design and build the tallest

free-standing paper tower

WILF: Your tower must be able to hold a

small toy at the top

1. Design and build the tallest

free-standing tower out of paper, tape

and string. The tower must be able to

hold a small toy at the top.

2. Complete the reflection questions.

RECESS
1:35 - 2:00 pm

Time to connect Time to connect Time to connect Time to connect

Afternoon
Session

2.00 - 2:50 pm

RFF

Switch over to your Community

Language or RFF Class, Seesaw

account and complete the

scheduled activity during this time.

Timeout Tuesday

Map of My Heart

Today you will be reflecting and thinking

about the things you love.

It's important to take time to enjoy

things you like.

Think about things you love and

enjoy doing.

Draw a heart and write everything

you love inside it. You  can write

words and/or draw pictures.

Share your drawing on Seesaw.

Workout Wednesday

Animal Yoga

Today is all about getting your body

moving and  stretching your muscles

Find somewhere quiet with space

you can move.

First complete the five animal yoga

poses. Remember you should be

holding each pose for at least 1-2

minutes so that your muscles can

stretch.

Next, come up with your own animal

yoga poses for each of the animals

shown.

Share photos of your fitness

activities on Seesaw.

Fun Friday

Super Me!

It’s the end of the week – let’s have some fun

today!

You have just discovered you have

mysterious superpowers

Design and draw a picture of yourself in

your own superhero outfit.

Don’t forget to give yourself a superhero

name and tell us what some of your

special super abilities are.

Share your super self on Seesaw.


